
  

FABER PRESENTS ITS NEW “UNCONVENTIONAL COUNTRY” 
CATALOGUE 

 
The new Faber catalogue includes two models available in island versions for the first time  

 

Milan, January 2018. Faber, the Italian company that invented the kitchen hood back in 1955, has 
just published its new Country Catalogue. Among many other bright new ideas, the catalogue 
includes two new models, Thea Island and Chloé XL Island, and also sees the arrival of Chloé, the 
minimal country hood in energy efficiency class A.  
 
Browsing through the new catalogue, it’s easy to see how much attention has been paid to details 
and to the choice and finish of materials. The unrivalled quality of Italian craftsmanship emerges 
clearly from the smallest details of Faber hoods. One of the distinguishing features of the new 
models is the choice of wood for to add elegance and natural warmth to Faber’s advanced 
technology.  
 
The new catalogue is packed with information and interesting facts and is divided into three sections 
focused on wall, island and corner hoods. Faber’s main objective in offering such a wide range of 
styles, designs and materials is to satisfy the needs and preferences of all customers.  
 
THEA WALL AND ISLAND 
 

Whether in wall or island form, 
Thea’s simple, geometric lines, 
enhance the look of any 
modern kitchen. This elegant 
hood is the first of the new 
models from Faber. Thea 
comes in matt white or matt 
dark grey and features a 
surround in precious oak wood 
or stainless steel. This 
important feature lets you 
personalise your kitchen by 
adding a touch of modernity or 
reinforcing its country look. In 
the case of the island version, 
this same choice extends to 
the ceiling plate, also available 

in wood or stainless steel. Faber has even thought of matching complements and offers you the 
chance to add an oak wood shelf. An indispensable addition to your kitchen, this shelf combines 
practical functionality with attractive styling and comes in the same finish as the Thea hood 
surround.  
 
Thea and Thea Island technical characteristics:  
 
Finish: Matt White, Matt Dark Grey 
Dimensions: Width 80 cm 
Diameter of air outlet: 15/12 cm 
Controls: Electronic 
Lighting: LED  
Grease filter: Self-supporting, dishwasher compatible  
Finish of surround: stainless steel or oak wood 

IEC suction system: 3 speeds + maximum 

Maximum air flow: 750 m3/h  

Noise level: (maximum speed): 70 dB (A) 
 



  

 
Shelf kit technical characteristics:    
 
Finish: Oak wood 
Brackets: Hidden 
Dimensions: 60x40x3 cm 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CHLOÉ XL WALL AND ISLAND  
 

      
 
If you love wide open 
spaces and are looking for 
a hood with a high visual 
impact that is superbly 
functional too, then Chloé 
XL is the model for you. 
Chloé XL comes in wall 
and island versions and 
offers you the choice of 
two innovative finishes: 
cast iron and matt country 
grey. Both finishes 
enhance the hood’s 
country styling with its 
characteristic round 
control knobs. Chloè XL 
combines country and 

contemporary style and takes high-tech performance and timeless elegance to a whole new level.  
 
Chloé XL technical characteristics: 
 
Finish: Matt Country Grey, Cast Iron  
Dimensions: Width 110 cm 
Diameter of air outlet: 15/12 cm 
Controls: Electromechanical knobs 
Lighting: LED 
Grease filter: Self-supporting, dishwasher compatible  

IEC suction system: 3 speeds  

Maximum air flow: 570 m3/h  

Noise level: (maximum speed): 67 dB (A) 



  

 

CHLOÉ      
The country chic hood with a 
sense of elegance and urban 
style. With its unique design, 
Chloé evokes an atmosphere 
that is both retro and 
contemporary. This 
exceptional hood is not only 
stylish but superbly functional 
too: Chloé has even been 
awarded energy efficiency 
class A for its amazingly low 
energy consumption. It can be 
connected to a Faber hob too. 
The new Chloé hood has 
revolutionised the classical 
trapezoid shape and adopts a 
look more in line with the 
latest trends in indoor living, 

with a choice of 6 elegant finishes: pewter, antique brass, cast iron, antique bronze, matt dark 
grey and matt country grey. With Chloé, much loved traditional features are renewed in a modern, 
versatile hood that will delight all those seeking a retro style kitchen as well as those who prefer a 
more minimal, metropolitan look.  
 

Chloé technical characteristics: 
 
Finish: Pewter, Antique Brass, Cast Iron, Antique Bronze, Matt Dark Grey, Matt Country Grey  
Dimensions: Width 70 cm 
Diameter of air outlet: 15/12 cm 
Controls: Electronic  
Lighting: LED   
Grease filter: Self-supporting, dishwasher compatible  

IEC suction system: 3 speeds + maximum 

Maximum air flow: 700 m3/h  

Noise level: (maximum speed): 69 dB (A) 

 

The new Faber catalogue also presents Agorà, Trendy, Ranch and West, the last two also 
available as corner hoods. All models come with a brand new white finish and LED lighting for 
even greater energy saving. 
 
Click on this link to find out more:  
https://www.faberspa.com/cappe-country/ 
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